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Motivational Interviewing



Development of MI

• First conceptualized in 1982 in substance use 
treatment 

• Designed to help move individuals towards finding 
motivation to make positive decision and 
accomplished established goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Miller & Rollnick, 2013)P. 381: MI arose during a time in the SU treatment field where harsh and confrontational treatment practices were acceptable and normativeDiversifying into places where personal behavior change is necessary



“Motivational Interviewing is a collaborative, goal-
oriented style of communication with particular attention 
to the language of change. It is designed to strengthen 
personal motivation for and commitment to a specific 
goal by eliciting and exploring the person’s own reasons 
for change within an atmosphere of acceptance and 
compassion.”

 Miller & Rollnick, 2013

Orange = relational Green = strategic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two elements in MI: Relational and Strategic (Denna Vandersloot, M Ed)Relational in orange: CollaborativeStyle of communicationAtmosphere of acceptance and compassionStrategic in green: Goal-oriented Particular attention to language of changeStrengthen personal motivationCommitment to a specific goalEliciting and exploring the person’s own reasons for changeWhat is MI?Conversation about changeParticular purpose: Strengthen personal motivation for changeCollaborative & person-centeredUses specific skillsHonors autonomy and self-determinationAttends to specific forms of speechResponds to resistance and Sustain Talk in specific waysResponds to Change Talk in specific waysEvocativeGoal-oriented: Explores, and sometimes creates, ambivalence



Spirit of MI

Partnership

Acceptance

Compassion

Evocation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Components of MI Spirit (Miller & Rollnick, 2013)Partnership (collaboration between two “experts”)Acceptance (accurate empathy demonstrates understanding)Compassion (give priority to the other’s needs)Evocation (Hallmark of MI  drawing out internal motivation)



Example of What MI is Not

• Find out what the client/patient is thinking about changing and:
1.Explain why the person should make this change,
2.Give 2 specific benefits for the making the change,
3.Tell the person how they should change, and
4.Emphasize how important it is to change.
If you meet resistance, persuade.

NOTE: This is NOT
Motivational 
Interviewing.



What happens when we tell people why and how they 
should change?

COMMON REACTIONS TO RIGHTING 
REFLEX

Angry Afraid
Agitated Helpless

Overwhelmed Oppositional
Ashamed Trapped
Defensive Disengaged
Justifying Uncomfortable
Ignored Not understood

Discounting of ideas Unlikely to come back

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Righting Reflex (Miller & Rollnick, 2013)“Our desire to fix what seems wrong with people and to send them promptly on a better course, relying on directing. This directing style is ineffective and even counterproductive when the task is helping people to change.”Usually done with the best of intentionsWe want people to get betterWhat do people say when they are told how to solve their problems?“Yeah but…”“That won’t work for me, because…”“You don’t understand.”“I can’t do that.”“OK” but no follow through



Example of what MI is

• Goal: Listen with interest; give no advice:
“What have you been thinking about changing?”
“What are the 3 best reasons to do it?”
“On a scale from 0-10, how important is it for you to change?”
“Why are you ___, and not a 0?”
“How would you make this change?”
“What do you think you’ll do?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note the questions follow the four processes: Engaging, Focusing, Evoking, Planning



When We Use MI…
COMMON REACTIONS TO FEELING 

HEARD
Understood Engaged

Want to talk more Able to change
Like the counselor Safe

Open Empowered
Accepted Hopeful

Respected Comfortable
Interested Cooperative
Confident Likely to return

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are usually convinced more easily by reasons we have found in ourselves than by those that have occurred to others-Blaise Pascal



Goals in MI

Motivational 
Interviewing

Express 
Empathy

Explore 
Discrepancies

Roll with  
Resistance

Support Self-
Efficacy

Miller & Rollnick, 2002

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Goals of the therapist/counselor in MI:EXPRESS EMPATHY:Build understanding of the client's issues, struggles, and barrios of improvementAccepts the client’s perspective and feelings without judging, blaming, criticizingAcceptance is not the same as agreement or approval.DEVELOP DISCREPANCYDifference between present behavior and important goals or valuesROLL WITH RESISTANCEBe non-confrontational – not force or manipulate client into acceptanceBy responding with empathy and understanding rather than confrontationElicit Change TalkSUPPRORT SELF-EFFICACYMay have self-efficacy about my ability to play guitar, ride a horse, write, solve computer problemsDon’t have it about my ability to do math, install a floor, repair an engineSelf-Efficacy is a key element in motivation for change and is a reasonable predictor of treatment outcome. Encourage the client based on the abilities and resources that they possess. This may be accomplished in a number of ways. Particularly useful is the technique of examining past successes by the client to change behavior.  “What worked?” “What was it that enabled you to be successful that time?”Helping the client recognize that there is not one “right” way to recovery - helping them explore the range of possibilities.Important to affirm the small steps taken and reinforce any positive changes.Therapist expectation has a powerful effect on client outcomesEx: Study about the effect of counselor expectancy on client outcomes; researchers told the treatment staff they conducted assessments on clients entering treatment, and noted the clients who had “High Alcoholism Recovery Potential” (HARP) (Miller & Moyers, 2014; The forest and the trees: Relational and specific factors in addiction treatment)HARPS did not differ from other clients, but at discharge, counselors rated them as having more motivated, cooperative, and punctual.HARPS were more likely to be abstinent, employed and have fewer slips over the one year follow up after completing treatmentIn reality, there were no assessments; HARPS were randomly selectedOnly difference between HARPS and the other clients were the counselors’ expectations of their potential



Four Processes

ENGAGING - COLLABOARATIVE

FOCUSING - GOALS

EVOKING – CHANGE TALK

PLANNING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4 processes comprise the method of MI: They may flow into each other, overlap, and recurRather than being sequential and separate phases, they serve as a road map for the client as they guide the client toward changeMiller & Rollnick, 2013, p. 105:Thoughtful approach to focusing with the goal of mutual agreement between therapist and clientOften when there are multiple options, focusing takes place rather quickly, without much mutual agreement, and usually driven by the judgment of the clinicianEngagement can sufferInvolving the client in the choice of direction will allow for easier integration of MI into everyday practiceBegin by asking the individual what their goal or hoped for outcome of the session isAdd any agenda items you might have and ask if they can be included with the individual prioritizing where to start and hoped for productMental Shifts:Importance of identifying a focusBalancing of expertise (client’s and clinicians)Developing shared goals



Core Skills in MI: OARS

• Open-ended questions
• Affirmations
• Reflections
• Summaries

Core Skills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reflections are the hallmark of MI, and the most frequently used skill followed by affirmations, open-ended questions, and summaries 



OARS: Open Ended-Questions

Open-Ended Questions• Require more than a simple yes/no response
• Allow the client to set the agenda
• Usually start with words like:

o "How...“
o “What…”
o "Tell me about...”
o “Describe…”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXAMPLES OF OEQ“What changes would you like to make in your life?”“Tell me about the three things you value most in your life?”“Where does drinking and using fit in?”“What are some possible next steps you might take in regards to your……alcohol use?”…housing?”…job?”…diabetes?”Danger with yes/no questions: Can lead to Question/Answer trap or premature problem-solvingThink about what information your question will elicit.AFFIRMATIONSStrength, skills, abilities, valuesStart with “You” more than “I”Different than praise or a complimentDoesn’t mean that these are wrong, but that an affirmation is a strategy used to support self-efficacy



OARS: Affirmations

Open-Ended Questions• Specific
• Genuine
• Change-oriented
• Meaningful to the client 
• Relevant
• Related to the client’s strengths, skills, abilities, or values
• More like a fact than an opinion
• Help build client’s sense of power and belief in own ability to 

change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AFFIRMATIONSStrength, skills, abilities, valuesStart with “You” more than “I”Different than praise or a complimentDoesn’t mean that these are wrong, but that an affirmation is a strategy used to support self-efficacy



OARS: Reflections

• Statement, not a question
• Ends with a downturn – build a connection
• Hypothesis testing

o “If I understand, you mean that…”
• Affirms and validates
• Keeps the client thinking and talking
• As you improve, you can use fewer words.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JENNIFERTwo pieces to a reflection: HYPOTHESIS of what may be going on Statement.  Notice the difference:“You’re angry at your parents?”“You’re angry at your parents.”Reflective statements work better than questions:Express empathyIncrease how much a client talksWhen a client feels the need to answer a question it has a slight distancing effect.What happens when you ask a question?Client answers.And then waits for you to ask another question.Interrupts flow of conversation and thoughts.A statement does not require a response. The speaker can go right on with his or her speech or can simply sit and think about what you have just reflected to them. Importance of strategic silenceBoth you and the client get a chance to thinkReflections can be used strategically to emphasize aspects of the client’s view, emotion, ambivalence, and change talk.Clients will correct you if you don’t have it right just yet.Reflections are one of the most important skills in MI.



Types of Reflections
• Simple: Stays close to what the person said
• Complex: Continues the paragraph and goes well beyond what the 

person has said
Creates movement
Highlights emotions or values
Seeks a deeper context for the change

• Amplified: Pushes on absolutes
“There’s NO reason to quit smoking.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simple: Too many can feel like rowing with one oar; the conversation goes in circles



Types of Reflections
• Double-sided: Highlights ambivalence

“On one hand, weed has helped to reduce your anxiety, and on the 
other, it’s harder for you to remember things, which is creating 
more stress.” 

• Metaphor: Shortcut to meaning
A way to tell a story very briefly
It is a comparison
May be a complex reflection or a summary
“You’re learning to let things roll off your back, just like water rolls off 

a duck’s back.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simple: Too many can feel like rowing with one oar; the conversation goes in circles



OARS: Summaries

• Organize the client’s 
experience

• Reflect and highlight Change 
Talk

• Set up for a key question 
• Finish topics before moving on



Core Skills in MI: OARS

• Open-ended questions
• Affirmations
• Reflections
• Summaries

Core Skills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reflections are the hallmark of MI, and the most frequently used skill followed by affirmations, open-ended questions, and summaries 



Ambivalence about change is natural.

Sustain Talk
Change Talk

Change Talk = statements related to 
desire, ability, or need to change. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In MI, counselors uses skills to strategically respond to, evoke, and strengthen change talk



Characteristics of Change Talk

Statement about change

Linked to specific behavior

Comes from the client

Typically in present tense

Internally motivated

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is Change Talk? “Any speech moving the client in the direction of change.” -Bill MillerAny language a client says to indicate the person is oriented towards a positive change in a problem behavior.We want to listen for it, attempt to elicit, and highlight for the client.Change talk is unique to MI – MI is attuned to and guided by certain types of natural language (change talk)OARS are used to strategically focus on Change TalkFour elements in a statement that tell us whether it is truly change talk.1st Change talk represents statements about change2nd these statements are linked to a specific behavior or set of behaviors (improved health, safer sex, reducing interpersonal violence)3rd Change talk comes from the client4th Change talk is typically in the present tenseIn MI, the ultimate goal is to spark internal motivation



Four Processes of MI

ENGAGING - COLLABOARATIVE

FOCUSING - GOALS

EVOKING – CHANGE TALK

PLANNING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4 processes comprise the method of MI: They may flow into each other, overlap, and recurRather than being sequential and separate phases, they serve as a road map for the client as they guide the client toward changeMiller & Rollnick, 2013, p. 105:Thoughtful approach to focusing with the goal of mutual agreement between therapist and clientOften when there are multiple options, focusing takes place rather quickly, without much mutual agreement, and usually driven by the judgment of the clinicianEngagement can sufferInvolving the client in the choice of direction will allow for easier integration of MI into everyday practiceBegin by asking the individual what their goal or hoped for outcome of the session isAdd any agenda items you might have and ask if they can be included with the individual prioritizing where to start and hoped for productMental Shifts:Importance of identifying a focusBalancing of expertise (client’s and clinicians)Developing shared goals
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